
A Global TMS For Effective  
Supply Chain Management
                

A Chemical TMS for Today & Tomorrow

Chemical shippers face more difficulties than ever in their mission to deliver products faster, on time, and at lower 
costs. To add further complication, capacity constraints and fluctuating fuel prices create significant challenges. 
CLX Logistics’ comprehensive Transportation Management System (TMS) simplifies and optimizes domestic and 
international logistics for chemical shippers, freight forwarders, carriers, and logistics service providers by providing 
capabilities based on your specific needs so you can serve your customers better.

There was a time when chemical logistics teams could run their transportation networks with a few human resources,  
a couple of spreadsheets, and a reliable phone line. Eventually, technology providers introduced shippers to automated 
workflows, rating, tendering, shipment tracking, and carrier payables to streamline logistics processes. It was great to  
have a technology-based TMS or any TMS back then.

In today’s world, where complex supply chains, shifting transportation choices, fluctuating market variables, and 
demanding customer requirements are the norm, having just any TMS can be as bad as having no TMS. Effective logistics 
management continues to be at the forefront of company operations and digital supply chain transformation, critical 
to the efficient flow of goods in the global economy. To handle the complexity, companies need to take measures to 
implement a robust TMS equipped for today and tomorrow.

CLX TMS powered by E2open provides a single application purpose-built for your 
business’s unique volumes and workflows, covering all modes and regions with full 
functionality for planning, carrier procurement, execution, tracking, and settlement.

Contact us today to schedule a detailed supply chain management consultation. 
information@clxlogistics.com  |  +1 (800) 288-4851  |  clxlogistics.com

Multiple Processes, One System for All Markets
powered by   :



Regardless of your organization’s requirements,  
CLX Logistics has you covered with a robust,  
always-available TMS offering: 
angle-right    Carrier coverage across all modes and regions for domestic  

and international shipments 

angle-right    Optimization tools to reduce costs and meet delivery targets  

angle-right    Direct connections to trade compliance, order management,  
and warehouse management systems 

angle-right    Specialized capabilities such as fleet management, last-mile  
delivery, rail tendering, and global parcel shipping

Increased Profitability for Everyone
Many large companies struggle with distribution challenges and high 
transportation costs. Transporting chemicals from one point to another 
requires a safe and carefully coordinated approach, especially since 
transportation spending is more variable in today’s environment. 
Consequently, a 1% improvement in supply chain efficiencies can 
significantly improve profit margins. However, managing every shipment 
stage—over the ocean and the last mile—can be highly complicated, 
especially during ongoing supply chain disruptions. CLX TMS provides the 
broadest visibility and carrier coverage across all modes and re-usable 
connections to shippers, forwarders, 3PLs, and others to help orchestrate 
simple and complex supply chain scenarios.

Provide the Highest Levels of Service 
Chemical suppliers are under constant pressure to deliver their goods 
safely, more quickly and efficiently, on time, and at lower price points.  
At the same time, limited capacity and unpredictable fuel costs create 
strong headwinds. Without visibility into open capacity, comparative 
rates, and performance history, organizations often incur higher costs 
per mile, face numerous delivery delays, and settle for less-than-perfect 
service. CLX TMS answers these concerns with access to the largest carrier 
network across all modes and regions, plus strong partnerships with 
digital freight brokerages and a single unified platform so you can select 
the optimal provider for your shipments. 

Pinpoint Your Shipment 
Visibility into the status of your shipments 
provides all stakeholders with reliable, 
real-time updates for goods on the move. 
Carrier updates through CLX TMS’ global 
network powered by E2open’s e2net 
provide accurate answers to the question 
“Where’s my stuff?” This capability helps 
business leaders make optimal decisions in 
any scenario. 

Connected Global Trade, 
Channel, and Supply Chain 
Ecosystems 
Transportation Management is part of CLX 
TMS’ connected supply chain platform.  
CLX TMS provides a unique, end-to-end, 
cloud-based platform architecture, best-
of-breed applications, and harmonized, 
decision-grade data from an expansive 
multi-tier global network of suppliers, 
manufacturers, transporters, and fulfillment 
channels. All this combines as a single 
source for real-time insight and actionable 
information across your entire chemical 
supply chain. The end value is a connected 
and efficient supply chain moving as one.

While chemical shippers, carriers, freight forwarders, and third-party logistics (3PL) providers  
all move freight, their needs are inherently different. Shippers require reliable service at the 
best rates from multiple providers to transport the goods they produce. Carriers require 
optimal utilization and return on assets while supporting many shippers and logistics providers. 
Forwarders and 3PLs require efficient workflows for connecting multiple shippers and carriers.

One Connected TMS for All Your Needs
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CLX TMS powered by e2open helps chemical shippers to achieve  
best-in-class operations in every aspect of their transportation 
network to deliver significant and rapid ROI with benefits such as:

angle-right   Modernized rating, booking, and tendering with an established 
network of carriers across all transportation modes

angle-right   Consolidating freight from less-than-truckload to truckload,  
or for outbound or inbound moves from a distribution center  

angle-right   Access to a multi-enterprise network platform with 
connectivity to global carriers for domestic and international 
moves

angle-right   Support for shippers’ complex, high volume, multi-mode,  
domestic and international shipping needs 

angle-right    Management of the entire logistics operation from front to 
back, handling multiple languages, currencies, and time zones  

angle-right   Automated carrier invoice matching and reconciliation of 
billing errors prior to payment authorization   

angle-right   Global logistics visibility across all modes, service types,  
and regions for you and your customers  

angle-right   Enterprise-class, multi-carrier parcel shipping system that 
supports complex, high-volume, multi-location, domestic,  
and international chemical shipping 

angle-right   Insight into actionable stats through reporting and dashboards  
with customizable KPIs  

angle-right   Highly-intuitive user interface that accelerates startup time 
with “near-zero” training

Key Benefits of CLX TMS

Access to the broadest, 
global chemical carrier 
network provides 
visibility to optimized 
transportation choices 
when costs are rising and 
capacity is tight. You can 
consider greener options 
along with cost, delivery, 
and carrier preferences.
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About CLX Logistics, LLC
CLX Logistics is the world leader in chemical logistics, driving millions in 
savings for our customers every year with market-leading intelligence and 
transportation services. We create economic value through people, process, 
and technology, deploying a global TMS designed for chemical shippers.

Visit us to learn more at CLXlogistics.com

Key Features of CLX TMS

Carrier Management: Plan and 
execute carrier management 
strategies with powerful contract 
management tools and dynamic 
routing-guide capabilities.  

SaaS Solution: Improve speed- 
to-value through faster updates 
without upgrade costs.   

Seamless Integration: Integrate  
CLX TMS into one or multiple existing  
ERP environments.  

Global Carrier Network:  
Plug into an easily accessible  
global carrier and freight  
forwarder network.  

Network Visibility: Track and  
control freight via the web and  
real-time visibility with leading 
tracking services.  

 Reporting & Analytics:  
Develop data-driven strategies  
to hit KPIs using interactive 
dashboards.

Managed Transportation Services: We support 
chemical companies looking to outsource some 
or all of their logistics needs to help lower costs, 
improve service, and fill gaps in expertise with a 
proven team of chemical industry specialists.  

Bulk Intermodal Services: Leverages rail, ocean, 
and road modes of transport to solve capacity 
issues, reduce emissions, simplify management, 
and lower costs. 

CLX LaneLogix: An end-to-end freight procurement 
solution for chemical shippers of all sizes with a 
complete suite of benchmarking, bidding, and 
procurement solutions.   

CLX Freight Brokerage: Connects our long-term 
carrier relationships with available capacity to act 
fast for clients who need to support shipments now. 

CLX Gravity: Enables superior transportation 
managed analytics for global chemical supply chains.   

International Services: A global fluency and 
worldwide presence to ship cargo of any volume  
with safety, speed, and dependability without 
sacrificing reasonable rates. 

Supply Chain Consulting: Strategic design,  
tactical optimization, and operational support  
to optimize routes and save time and money  
across your network. 

OTHER PRODUCTS FROM CLX LOGISTICS


